Utopische und phantastische Geschichten. By Beiner Htlfner and Ernst-Otto Luthardt. Rudolstadt: Greifenverlag, 1981 . 425 pages. 13M.
Two new authors have contributed ten stories to the growing genre of fantastic and Utopian literature. Htlfner's seven stories comprise roughly one half of the book and Luthardt's three the other half. Their style as well as their intent differ as much as the length of their stories. HUfner's stories show a linear development, are humorous, conversational in tone, and end mostly with an ironic twist. The robots and computers, which play an important role in his stories, often become means for better insights or improved human relationships. The latter is exemplified in the title of the first story "Unverhoffte Bekanntschaft durch einen Automaten." It confronts the cleaning lady Frau Feters with a baldheaded, bathtub-shaped robot, who, though amiable and likable, turns out to have murdered Frau Peters' husband The story nevertheless turns out happily, for, as the title indicates, Frau Peters is able to form a new friendship. The only one of HUfner's stories in which the machine becomes master of the man and ultimately destroys him, is "Das Normalhirn." A loosely constructed, first person narrative frame introduces the story of Clemens PlUcker, inventor of a machine which not only enables people to memorize without effort, but also permits them to absorb knowledge from others. It is, however, his invention of the futurograph which costs him his life. Though this story seems to ramble from the frame to two episodes in PlUcker's life, it is probably the best of the seven, for its characters are more carefully delineated than in the remaining ones. Six of the seven stories have in common a male scientist. In five of the seven a woman persuades, manipulates, or outwits the scientist. (One story has no woman character and the other no scientist.) In contrast to the men, whose lives center around lofty scientific endeavors, the women are down-to-earth, seem rather simple, and yet are superior to the men. A most striking example is the last story "Datenschliessfach," in which a rather simple landlady breaks the code of her boarder's computerbank by using her Bauernschläue. Only in the story "Schachmatt" is there a woman of some rank, the chess player Mila, yet even she does not defeat the chess champion, yielding instead that privilege to her husband. These stereotypic male and female characters mar HUfner's otherwise entertaining stories. More complex, more carefully constructed, with sharply drawn major, as well as minor, characters are Luthardt's three lengthy tales. The narrative prose of the author reflects the unique setting of each one of the stories. "Das Double im Paradies," taking place in Colorado, questions the true identity of the physicist Fersch as he is confronted by his double. The second story, "Milena," can be considered a novella with the cultivated rose Milena as a Falken. The story involves the attractive rose expert Ann Rose Hartland in a suspenseful encounter with the sinister scientist Dirk Jonas and his strange creation, which has feelings but no form. Luthardt's third and last story, "Ginkgo," is told from the point of view of a Japanese policeman as he tries to piece together the unusual circumstances of a scientist's death. A subplot, which adds s t i l l more mystery, forms the frame of this thriller. "Ginkgo" carries a strong message: a warning to all industrial nations, presumably including the GDR, that pollution is poisoning our natural world. This collection of stories does not shed new light onto the GDR itself, but gives us an idea of the type of literature the public wants and reads to escape into fantasy through Science Fiction. 
